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Abstract
We present a systematic search for periodically varying quasar and supermassive black hole binary (SMBHB)
candidates in the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Survey (MDS). From ∼9000 color-selected quasars in an ∼50 °2
sky area, we initially identify 26 candidates with more than 1.5 cycles of variation. We extend the baseline of
observations via our imaging campaign with the Discovery Channel Telescope and the Las Cumbres Observatory
network and reevaluate the candidates using a more rigorous, maximum likelihood method. Using a range of
statistical criteria and assuming the damped random walk model for normal quasar variability, we identify one
statistically signiﬁcant periodic candidate. We also investigate the capabilities of detecting SMBHBs with the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope using our study with MDS as a benchmark and explore any complementary
multiwavelength evidence for SMBHBs in our sample.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Quasars (1319); Supermassive black holes (1663); Surveys (1671)
Therefore, assuming the accretion rate directly translates to
electromagnetic luminosity, these SMBHBs would manifest as
AGNs or quasars that periodically vary on a timescale of
months to years. More recently, D’Orazio et al. (2015) also
proposed a relativistic Doppler-boosting model: the SMBHB
system is viewed at a high inclination angle, and the emission
dominated by the minidisk of the secondary black hole is
Doppler-boosted as the secondary travels at a relativistic speed
along the line of sight. In addition to optical variability,
periodicity in the X-ray bands has also been predicted for
SMBHBs at the inspiral stage due to gas being ﬂung outward
and hitting the cavity wall (Tang et al. 2018).
Observationally, there have been a number of systematic
searches for periodically varying quasars in large optical timedomain surveys: Graham et al. (2015a, 2015b), using the
Catalina Real-time Transient Survey (CRTS); Charisi et al.
(2016), using the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF); and Liu
et al. (2015, 2016, hereafter L15 and L16, respectively), using
the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Survey (PS1 MDS). Graham
et al. (2015a) claimed 111 SMBHB candidates from a search
among ∼200,000 spectroscopically conﬁrmed quasars in the
CRTS footprint, and Charisi et al. (2016) found 50 SMBHB
candidates from a sample of ∼35,000 spectroscopic quasars in
the PTF, 33 of which remained signiﬁcant after their reanalysis
with extended data.
However, due to the stochastic nature of normal (i.e., single
black hole) quasar variability, the search for a periodic signal is
highly susceptible to red noise (i.e., increasing variability
power on longer timescales) masquerading as periodicity over a
small number of cycles (Vaughan et al. 2016) and thus could
produce a large number of false-positive detections in a
systematic search. In fact, assuming the candidates reported by
Graham et al. (2015a) and Charisi et al. (2016) are all genuine

1. Introduction
Supermassive black hole binaries (SMBHBs) are expected as
a result of galaxy mergers occurring the universe (e.g.,
Begelman et al. 1980). As the supermassive black holes
(SMBHs) in the centers of massive galaxies sink to the center
of the merged system via dynamical friction, the pair of active
SMBHs on a scale of ∼a few kpc can be observable as a dual
active galactic nucleus (AGN; e.g., Comerford et al. 2015). As
its separation continues to shrink by ejecting stars in the “loss
cone,” the pair becomes a gravitationally bound SMBHB at a
subparsec separation. While spatially resolving close-separation SMBHBs has been achieved with very long baseline
interferometry (e.g., Rodriguez et al. 2006), the direct imaging
of SMBHBs at farther distances is beyond the capabilities of
current, or even future, telescopes. An indirect method to
search for SMBHBs is via spectroscopy, where the broad
emission line from one black hole is shifted due to its radial
velocity (e.g., Eracleous et al. 2012; Runnoe et al. 2017), or
there is the presence of a double broad-line feature that is due to
the broad-line region associated with each black hole (e.g.,
Boroson & Lauer 2009).
Another indirect technique to search for SMBHBs is via their
temporal variability signatures. (Magneto) hydrodynamical
simulations of an SMBHB system (e.g., MacFadyen &
Milosavljević 2008; Noble et al. 2012; Shi et al. 2012;
D’Orazio et al. 2013; Farris et al. 2014; Gold et al. 2014) show
that the binary tidal torque clears and maintains a low gas
density cavity of a radius ∼2a (where a is the binary
separation) in the circumbinary disk, and material is ushered
in through a pair of accretion streams. This distinct accretion
pattern of a binary-disk system causes the accretion rate to
strongly modulate on the order of the orbital frequency.
1
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SMBHBs with their claimed binary parameters, Sesana et al.
(2018) concluded that the expected stochastic gravitationalwave background would exceed the current pulsar timing array
(PTA) upper limit by a factor of a few to an order of magnitude.
We addressed this issue of false positives due to red noise
contamination in L16, where we tested the persistence of the
periodic candidates with archival Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) Stripe 82 light curves and new monitoring data taken at
the Discovery Channel Telescope (DCT) since 2015, extending
the total length of the baseline to Ncycle>5. We ﬁnd three
periodic candidates from ∼1000 color-selected quasars in
one PS1 MD ﬁeld, MD09, though none of them appear to
be persistent over an extended baseline. Further, we have
reanalyzed the best candidate from the CRTS SMBHB sample,
PG 1302−102 (Graham et al. 2015b), by including new
photometric data from the All-sky Automated Survey for
Supernovae (ASAS-SN; Shappee et al. 2014; Kochanek et al.
2017), and we have shown that the detected periodicity does
not persist, as expected for a true SMBHB (Liu et al. 2018).
Here we expand our analysis in L16 to all 10 ﬁelds in the PS1
MDS and extended the temporal baseline with monitoring
programs with the DCT and Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO)
network telescopes (Section 2). We systematically searched for
periodically varying quasars over the PS1 MDS baseline and
adopted a maximum likelihood method to put their periodicity to
the test over the extended baseline, which was constructed by
“stitching” new DCT and LCO observations to their PS1 light
curves (Section 3). We will discuss the parent sample of 26
candidates from PS1 MDS and the down-selected sample in
Section 4. We also compare the cumulative SMBHB rate from
our down-selected sample with previous work and look ahead to
the era of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) using
our study as a benchmark (Section 5). We also explore the
multiwavelength properties of the best SMBHB candidate from
our sample. We summarize our results in Section 6. We adopt
the following cosmological parameters throughout this paper:
Ωm=0.3, Ωλ=0.7, H0=70 km s−1 Mpc−1.

Table 1
MD Field Centers
MD Field
MD01
MD02
MD03
MD04
MD05
MD06
MD07
MD08
MD09
MD10

Decl. (J2000)

02:24:50
03:32:24
08:42:22
10:00:00
10:47:40
12:20:00
14:14:49
16:11:09
22:16:45
23:29:15

−04:35:00
−28:08:00
+44:19:00
+02:12:00
+58:05:00
+47:07:00
+53:05:00
+54:57:00
+00:17:00
−00:26:00

ﬁlters every 3 nights (observations in gP1 and rP1 were carried
out on the same night). Therefore, in the full MDS data set,
most objects were observed ∼400 times over the ∼4 yr
baseline.
2.2. Extended Baseline Photometry
New imaging data presented in this work include those
taken with the Large Monolithic Imager (LMI) in the
gSDSS, rSDSS, iSDSS, and zSDSS ﬁlters at DCT from 2015 May
to 2017 November. In Table 2, we list the Modiﬁed Julian
Dates (MJDs) on which the observations were carried out, as
well as the ﬁlters that were used.
The images were reduced using standard IRAF routines and
corrected for astrometry with SCAMP (Bertin 2006). For
the zSDSS-band images that are affected by fringe patterns, we
also subtract a scaled master fringe pattern created via
create_fringes (Snodgrass & Carry 2013) from all
zSDSS-band images taken on the same night and remove the
fringes using the routine remove_fringes (Snodgrass &
Carry 2013). We then coadd ﬁve subexposures in each ﬁlter
(taken in a dither pattern to avoid bad pixels) with SWARP
(Bertin et al. 2002) before performing aperture photometry
using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Following the
method described in L16, we cross-match SExtractor
detections with an SDSS catalog of point sources from DR12
(Alam et al. 2015), resulting in ∼200 cross-matched pairs in
LMI’s 12 3×12′3 ﬁeld of view (FOV). We exclude bright,
saturated detections (m < 16 mag), faint objects (m > 22 mag),
outliers, and the target itself (which is variable) and obtain a
linear transformation from the SExtractor instrumental
magnitude to an SDSS magnitude. We then apply the
transformation to the target and obtain a measurement of its
magnitude on the SDSS photometric system.
To convert the SDSS magnitudes to the PS1 system, we
adopt the same customized method in L16 that is suitable for
quasar colors: we ﬁrst calculate synthetic PS1 and SDSS
magnitudes by convolving the (redshifted) composite quasar
spectrum from Vanden Berk et al. (2001) with the respective
ﬁlter sensitivity. We then apply the PS1-SDSS magnitude
offset to the LMI measurements to obtain their magnitudes on
the PS1 system.
We have also included data from our monitoring program
with the LCO, a global network of telescopes in both
hemispheres. The observations were carried out with the
Spectral imager on the 2 m class telescopes at the Haleakala
Observatory on Maui, Hawaii, and the Siding Spring
Observatory in Australia between 2017 April and 2018 May

2. Observations and Data
2.1. The PS1 MDS
The PS1 (Kaiser et al. 2010; Chambers et al. 2016) operated
from 2009 to 2014 on the 1.8 m PS1 telescope at the summit of
Haleakala on Maui, Hawaii. About 25% of the survey time was
dedicated to the MDS, a multiﬁlter, high-cadence time-domain
survey of 10 circular ﬁelds (Table 1), each of which is ∼8 °2 in
size. The MDS observed in the gP1, rP1, iP1, zP1, and yP18 ﬁlters
on the AB photometric system (Tonry et al. 2012) and can
reach a 5σ magnitude depth of 22.5 mag in gP1, rP1, and iP1 and
22.0 mag in the zP1 ﬁlter in a single exposure of 113 s (gP1, rP1)
or 240 s (iP1, zP1). The data were processed by the PS1 image
processing pipeline (IPP; Magnier 2006) and were made
available to members of the PS1 Science Consortium through
the PS1 Science Archive.
Each nightly observation consisted of eight single exposures;
although the subexposures can be combined to produce
“nightly stacks,” we have used the single-exposure detections
in this work, as well as in our previous work presented in L15
and L16. The telescope visited the ﬁeld during the 6–8 months
that it was visible and rotated through the gP1, rP1, iP1, and zP1
8

R.A. (J2000)

Although the yP1 ﬁlter was not used in our work.
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Table 2
Extended Baseline Monitoring of Candidates
PS1 Designation

Telescope/Instrument

MJD(s)
of Follow-up Observation(s)

PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
L
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral
DCT/LMI
DCT/LMI

57,641, 57,682, 57,940, 57,993,
57,641, 57,682, 57,939, 58,101
L
57,682, 57,901, 58,208
57,682, 57,741, 58,147
57,682, 58,208
57,682, 57,741, 58,075
57,787, 58,126
57,787
57,369, 57,788, 58,148
57,788
57,788, 58,075, 58,148
57,833, 57,845, 58,230
57,741, 57,852, 58,122
57,741, 58,208
57,741, 57,851, 58,123
57,833, 57,858, 58,075, 58,126,
57,833
57,170, 57,284, 57,369, 57,522,
57,522, 57,579, 57,641, 57,851,
57,522, 57,578, 57,642, 57,851,
57,522, 57,579, 57,851, 57,901,
57,579, 57,641, 57,940, 57,990,
57,579, 57,641, 57,935, 58,016,
57,170, 57,282, 57,284, 57,523,
57,935, 57,990, 58,016
57,578, 57,641, 57,682, 57,940,

J35.7068–4.23144
J35.8704–4.0263
J52.6172–27.6268
J129.4288+43.8234
J130.9953+43.7685
J131.1273+44.8582
J131.7789+45.0939
J148.8485+1.8124
J149.4989+2.7827
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.9400+1.5090
J149.6873+1.7192
J150.9191+3.3880
J160.6037+56.9160
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J185.8689+46.9752
J213.9985+52.7527
J214.9172+53.8166
J242.5040+55.4391
J242.8039+54.0585
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J333.9832+1.0242
J334.2028+1.4075

PSO J351.5679–1.6795

DCT/LMI, LCO/Spectral

Filters
58,123

58,269
57,977
57,977,
57,977,
57,976,
58,012,
58,269
57,579,
58,016

58,012, 58,269
58,012, 58,269
58,012
58,016
57,641, 57,682,

gri
gri
L
gri
gri
gri
gri
ri
gri
gri
gri
gr
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri
gri

z
z
z
z
z
z

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

griz

Note.Monitoring of the periodic candidates is being carried out in the SDSS g r i z ﬁlters on LMI at the DCT and the Spectral imager on the LCO network telescopes.
To distinguish between the two telescopes, the MJDs of the observations on LCO/Spectral are in bold.

(Project IDs: NOAO2017AB-013, NOAO2018A-004; PI: Liu)
in the gSDSS, rSDSS, and iSDSS ﬁlters (Table 2). The LCO
images have been reduced by the BANZAI pipeline and are
retrieved from the LCO Science Archive. Coadding of the
subexposure and photometry on the coadded image are then
run on the same custom-developed pipeline that we apply to
LMI data. However, due to the smaller FOV of the 2 m class
LCO telescope (10′×10′) and shallower magnitude depth
(∼22 mag), we instead obtain ∼50–100 SDSS cross-matched
point sources on each image, and we avoid faint detections and
potential saturated detections by excluding objects with
m>21 or m<15 mag when performing photometry. The
same color correction as for DCT/LMI is then applied to
LCO/Spectral data before they are combined with PS1.

We then cross-match the PS1 sources with a catalog of deep
stacked images in the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)
u band and the PS1 grizy bands (hereafter the PS1×CFHT
catalog; Heinis et al. 2016a) using a 1″ radius. To extract point
sources from the PS1×CFHT catalog, we used the star/galaxy
classiﬁcation in the catalog that has been trained on a Hubble
Space Telescope Advanced Camera for Surveys sample of stars
and galaxies (Heinis et al. 2016b). We then convert the uCFHT-,
gP1-, and rP1-band magnitudes to the SDSS system so that the
quasar selection box in SDSS colors from Sesar et al. (2007) can
be directly applied. This results in ∼9000 color-selected quasars
in ∼50 °2 of the total cross-matched sky area (Figure 1).
We then follow the method in L16 to select variable quasars:
we construct an ensemble of objects within ΔR.A.=0°5 and
Δdecl.=0°5 from each color-selected quasar. Then, in each
ﬁlter, we compute the standard deviation σ of the light curve for
each object in the ensemble and iteratively exclude outliers by
ﬁtting a piecewise linear function to the σ–m relation: σ=σ(m).
While most objects in the ensemble are stars and follow a tight
σ–m trend, intrinsic variable objects such as quasars have
signiﬁcantly larger σ than stars of similar brightness and thus
would appear as outliers from the trend. We identify the quasars
with standard deviation >2σ(m) in at least two ﬁlters as
variables, and ∼1400 out of the ∼9000 color-selected quasars
are identiﬁed as variable quasars.
We note that this fraction (∼15%) of quasars being selected
as variable is consistent with the anticorrelation of AGN

3. Methods
3.1. Color and Variability Selection of Quasars
We ﬁrst extract sources from the catalog from the PS1
Science Archive that meet the same criteria in L16 for MD09
data: (1) they are point sources (deﬁned as deep stack
magpsf−magKron<0) with good point-spread function (PSF)
quality factors (psfQF>0.85), (2) they have at least ﬁve
detections, and (3) the same quality ﬂags in L16 were applied
to exclude bad or poor detections. The query returns ∼30,000
sources from each MD ﬁeld.
3
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Table 3
MD Fields by the Numbers

Category

MD01

MD02

MD03

MD04

MD05

MD06

MD07

MD08

MD09

MD10

Full MDS

PS1 point sources
PS1×CFHT quasars
PS1×CFHT variable quasars
Coherent periodogram peaks
ξ>3.0 in at least one ﬁlter
Ncycle>1.5

30,109
983
109
88
5
2

28,845
1147
112
97
3
1

31,350
942
202
134
7
4

32,661
1030
200
158
11
6

29,517
1083
163
102
3
3

34,112
854
115
77
1
1

29,031
815
120
84
3
2

38,194
1013
138
98
5
3

40,488
670
104
77
6
3

28,455
777
106
68
3
1

L
9314
1369
L
L
26

Figure 2. Distribution of Pobs, the observed period determined by the LS
periodogram.
Figure 1. The CFHT u and PS1 griz magnitudes were ﬁrst converted to the
SDSS system, and quasars (blue dots) and stars (red dots) were selected by
their uSDSS−gSDSS and gSDSS−rSDSS colors (dashed lines represent the color
selection boxes).

is ﬁtted to and subtracted from the data. We only select periodic
candidates with high signiﬁcance by requiring ξ>3 in at least
one ﬁlter and require that the periodic variation has at least 1.5
cycles over the 4 yr PS1 baseline, where Ncycle is simply deﬁned
as [max(MJD)−min(MJD)]/PLS.9 The search results in 26
periodic candidates from 10 MD ﬁelds. We note that the
signiﬁcance ξ is calculated against white noise and is only used
as a preliminary cut, whereas the signiﬁcance of the periodic
signal against a background of colored noise is determined in
Section 3.3.
In Table 3, we break down the number from each step of the
selection pipeline by the MD ﬁeld, and the PLS, ξ, and Ncycle of
the candidates are tabulated in Table 4. We note that only one
candidate (PSO J129.4288+43.8234) has an observed period
that is comparable to 1 yr, indicating that our sample is not
severely contaminated by the aliasing effect of the large
seasonal gap. We note, however, that the distribution skews
toward long periods (Figure 2), suggesting the possible effects
of red noise (MacLeod et al. 2010; Vaughan et al. 2016). Tests
of these periodic candidates against red noise will thus be
performed in Section 3.3.

variability amplitude with luminosity being processed through
our pipeline (L16). We also note that optical colors (including
the u band) as a quasar selection technique is highly efﬁcient
(∼98%) out to z∼2.7 with ∼93% completeness, while
combining color and multiband variability has an ∼97%
efﬁciency and ∼97% completeness (e.g., Peters et al. 2015). As
we will also show in our spectroscopic follow-up in
Section 4.2, 100% of our candidates are spectroscopically
conﬁrmed as quasars. We will further discuss the effect of the
incompleteness of the quasar sample on the detection rate in
Section 5.1.
3.2. Searching for Periodicity
To search for periodicity among the variable quasars, we
compute the Lomb–Scargle (LS) periodogram (Lomb 1976;
Scargle 1982; Horne & Baliunas 1986) and take advantage of the
multiﬁlter observations and their different sampling to determine a
coherent periodic signal by a “majority vote.” We then deﬁne the
N
best period as PLS = å i (Pi ) N , where i=1...N is the index of
the ﬁlter in which a coherent period has been detected, and the
uncertainty of P̄ is determined from the uncertainty in each ﬁlter:
(DP )2 = ( ådPi2 N )2 + å(Pi - P¯ )2 (N - 1), where the δP
in each ﬁlter is given by the uncertainty in the frequency
dw = 3ps (2 N0 TA) (Horne & Baliunas 1986). We also
calculate a signal-to-noise (S/N) x = A02 (2s r2 ), where σr is
the standard deviation of the residual after a signal of amplitude A0

3.3. Extended Baseline Analysis and a Maximum Likelihood
Approach
As has been pointed out by Vaughan et al. (2016), red noise
can easily mimic a periodic variation over a small number of
cycles (Ncycle ∼ 3), especially when the sampling is sparse and
9
Here the number of cycles gives a quantitative description of the periodic
candidate and does not imply actual periodicity.
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Table 4
Period, Signiﬁcance Factors, and Number of Cycles of Periodic Candidates
PS1 Designation
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

J35.7068–4.2314
J35.8704–4.0263
J52.6172–27.6268
J129.4288+43.8234
J130.9953+43.7685
J131.1273+44.8582
J131.7789+45.0939
J148.8485+1.8124
J149.4989+2.7827
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.9400+1.5090
J149.6873+1.7192
J150.9191+3.3880
J160.6037+56.9160
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J185.8689+46.9752
J213.9985+52.7527
J214.9172+53.8166
J242.5040+55.4391
J242.8039+54.0585
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J333.9833+1.0242
J334.2028+1.4075
J351.5679–1.6795

PLS±ΔP (day)
427±4
829±23
992±33
313±5
717±18
843±31
697±18
816±5
960±8
810±8
417±5
820±5
741±9
988±17
982±10
1000±13
958±19
727±22
1003±21
862±24
735±22
984±17
428±12
466±11
556±17
805±6

ξ (griz)
(3.6
(3.5
(5.0
(2.6
(2.9
(3.5
(3.2
(3.7
(2.0
(4.0
(2.8
(2.8
(1.9
(3.0
(3.7
(2.1
(3.3
(5.2
(4.0
(2.9
(3.2
(3.2
(3.5
(3.9
(3.8
(1.9

3.1
3.8
5.6
3.2
3.1
3.5
3.0
4.0
2.7
3.1
3.3
4.3
2.7
2.0
3.2
3.2
2.9
5.0
4.4
3.5
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.6
2.7
2.0

3.6
3.5
4.9
1.9
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.9
3.1
2.0
2.9
4.5
3.8
1.6
2.9
3.3
2.1
3.7
4.0
2.8
2.1
1.2
2.8
2.2
1.8
3.2

Ncycle
2.2)
2.0)
2.9)
1.8)
2.7)
2.1)
1.0)
1.4)
2.2)
1.2)
1.6)
3.3)
2.6)
1.2)
1.6)
2.1)
1.6)
2.5)
2.4)
2.0)
1.4)
0.4)
1.1)
1.3)
0.9)
2.5)

3.6
1.9
1.6
4.9
2.2
1.8
2.2
1.9
1.6
1.9
3.7
1.9
2.1
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.6
2.2
1.6
1.8
2.1
1.6
3.8
3.5
2.8
1.9

Figure 3. While most candidates have only ∼two cycles in their PS1-only light
curves (dashed histogram), we have extended the baseline to >three cycles
with new imaging data from DCT/LMI and LCO/Spectral and archival SDSS
data (solid histogram).

obtained monitoring data to put a more rigorous test on the
periodic candidate. We refer the reader to Liu et al. (2018) for
details on this procedure, which is also described below using
the widely adopted damped random walk (DRW; Kelly et al.
2009) model of stochastic AGN variability for illustration.
We ﬁrst assume the null hypothesis that the light curve is
characterized by the DRW process, which has a short-timescale
variation parameter and a characteristic timescale. The power
spectral density (PSD) of a DRW process is in the form of a
bending power law parameterized by a normalization and a
break frequency, and its low- and high-frequency slopes are
ﬁxed at α=0 and 2, respectively (P( f )∝f −α). The PSD is
then used to calculate the likelihood function (ln ) given the
data. A model in which a periodic signal is superimposed on
DRW noise (“DRW+periodic”) includes two additional
parameters: amplitude and period of the signal. Note that the
simpler model is nested within the more complex model. We
therefore down-select candidates that meet the following
criteria:

uneven and the photometric uncertainty is large. Therefore,
efforts to systematically search for periodically varying quasars
(e.g., Graham et al. 2015a; Charisi et al. 2016) are limited by
the several-years-long baseline of the survey, and it is essential
to test the persistence of periodicity with long-term monitoring.
Our extended baseline analysis of the periodic candidates from
MD09 presented in L16 and of PG 1302−102 in Liu et al.
(2018) further demonstrated the necessity. Thus, in this work,
we put our full sample of candidates to the test over an
extended baseline, using the new imaging data we have
described in Section 2.2.
In Figure 3, we demonstrate the improvement on the
temporal coverage of the candidates: while most PS1-only
light curves only have ∼two cycles, the LMI and LCO
monitoring data extended the baseline to about three to four
cycles, and, in the cases where archival SDSS Stripe 82 light
curves are also available, as long as ≈15 cycles.10 We show the
PS1 and extended light curves of the full sample in
Appendix A.
Additionally, we have assumed the null hypothesis of white
noise when searching for a periodic signal with the LS
periodogram (Section 3.2). However, quasar variability is
known to be stochastic and has the characteristic of “red noise,”
where variability power increases on longer timescales. Therefore, we will reevaluate the signiﬁcance of our periodic
candidates using a maximum likelihood method and investigate
whether a periodic component is justiﬁed if a red noise
background is also present. A similar approach has been
applied to the periodic quasar candidate PG 1302−102 by
D’Orazio et al. (2015), and here we leverage our newly

1. ln DRW + periodic > ln DRW for both PS1-only and
extended light curves;
2. (ln DRW + periodic - ln DRW)extended > (ln DRW + periodic −
ln DRW)PS1 - only or, equivalently, pextended<pPS1−only;
3. Pextended=PPS1−only=PLS within their uncertainties;
and
1
4. p < N , where N=9314 is the size of the initial sample
of quasars,
where the maximum likelihoods (ln DRW and ln DRW + periodic )
were obtained by exploring the parameter space using a
Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler. While the DRW+periodic
model may be preferred by the data (criterion 1), the chance
probability of mistaking pure DRW noise for a signal11 can be
quantiﬁed by a p-value, since -2D ln  is χ2 distributed where
the degree of freedom is the number of additional parameters in
the more complex model. Based on our expectations for a true
periodic signal, p should decrease over a longer baseline
(criterion 2). Additionally, we impose that the period should be
consistent with the one determined by the LS periodogram

10

We stress here again that the number of cycles quantiﬁes the total length of
the light curve and that a “cycle” over the extended baseline does not imply
temporal coverage comparable to PS1 MDS.

11

5

Here the signal is superimposed on red noise.
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Table 5
PS1 Mean Magnitudes and Variability Amplitudes of Periodic Quasar Candidates
A0 (g,r,i,z)

m (g,r,i,z)

PS1 Designation
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

(19.69,
(19.52,
(20.37,
(19.53,
(19.88,
(20.57,
(20.62,
(20.43,
(20.34,
(20.72,
(20.17,
(20.42,
(19.63,
(19.52,
(20.45,
(19.59,
(20.54,
(19.94,
(20.53,
(20.17,
(19.72,
(19.97,
(21.42,
(18.97,
(19.38,
(18.91,

J35.7068–4.23144
J35.8704–4.0263
J52.6172–27.6268
J129.4288+43.8234
J130.9953+43.7685
J131.1273+44.8582
J131.7789+45.0939
J148.8485+1.8124
J149.4989+2.7827
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.9400+1.5090
J149.6873+1.7192
J150.9191+3.3880
J160.6037+56.9160
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J185.8689+46.9752
J213.9985+52.7527
J214.9172+53.8166
J242.5040+55.4391
J242.8039+54.05853
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J333.9832+1.0242
J334.2028+1.4075
J351.5679–1.6795

19.64,
19.46,
20.20,
19.37,
19.65,
20.42,
20.29,
20.17,
20.25,
20.72,
19.91,
20.12,
19.49,
19.33,
20.44,
19.48,
20.50,
20.13,
20.32,
20.17,
19.64,
19.64,
20.94,
18.85,
19.28,
18.56,

19.69,
19.52,
20.14,
19.50,
19.81,
20.12,
20.29,
20.10,
20.24,
20.48,
20.00,
20.08,
19.39,
19.28,
20.18,
19.43,
20.23,
19.90,
20.39,
19.91,
19.87,
19.58,
20.96,
18.79,
19.14,
18.54,

19.53)
19.23)
19.93)
19.48)
19.88)
19.87)
20.37)
19.88)
20.04)
20.45)
20.09)
20.08)
19.20)
19.33)
20.22)
19.19)
20.28)
19.89)
20.44)
19.95)
19.89)
19.61)
20.95)
18.57)
18.94)
18.67)

(0.23,
(0.24,
(0.34,
(0.17,
(0.21,
(0.21,
(0.22,
(0.25,
(0.19,
(0.31,
(0.18,
(0.19,
(0.20,
(0.19,
(0.28,
(0.17,
(0.30,
(0.22,
(0.28,
(0.22,
(0.27,
(0.18,
(0.68,
(0.11,
(0.13,
(0.15,

0.18,
0.21,
0.29,
0.16,
0.17,
0.20,
0.15,
0.20,
0.17,
0.27,
0.15,
0.15,
0.20,
0.13,
0.22,
0.15,
0.21,
0.22,
0.23,
0.24,
0.22,
0.15,
0.51,
0.10,
0.11,
0.12,

0.23,
0.24,
0.22,
0.15,
0.18,
0.19,
0.14,
0.16,
0.15,
0.18,
0.15,
0.14,
0.21,
0.11,
0.15,
0.13,
0.17,
0.16,
0.21,
0.18,
0.18,
0.11,
0.53,
0.09,
0.08,
0.13,

0.14)
0.13)
0.16)
0.15)
0.18)
0.15)
0.12)
0.11)
0.13)
0.17)
0.14)
0.14)
0.15)
0.11)
0.15)
0.09)
0.18)
0.16)
0.20)
0.18)
0.19)
0.07)
0.39)
0.07)
0.06)
0.12)

(criterion 3), and that the candidate should be statistically
signiﬁcant, having been selected from a large sample of quasars
(criterion 4).
We note that by applying our methods above, we have
limited our periodicity search to simple sinusoids. There are
ample possibilities where the periodic variation of an SMBHB
can deviate from a simple sinusoid: when the orbital
eccentricity is imprinted on the line-of-sight velocity and
hence the Doppler modulation (D’Orazio et al. 2015) or the
“bursty” variations predicted in hydrodynamical simulations of
binaries of various binary mass ratios (D’Orazio et al. 2013;
Farris et al. 2015). However, those deviations should only be a
second-order effect in our analysis.
4. Results
4.1. Full Sample: Variability Amplitudes
Figure 4. We measure the variability amplitude of each candidate in each ﬁlter
after subtracting the measurement uncertainty in quadrature (gP1: blue circles;
rP1: green squares; iP1: orange diamonds; zP1: red pentagons). The amplitude V
decreases with longer rest wavelength, consistent with the exponential relation
from Vanden Berk et al. (2004; black curve).

To compare with the relation of variability amplitude versus
rest-frame wavelength of the full sample of 26 candidates with
the previous study of normal AGNs by Vanden Berk et al.
(2004), we calculate the rest wavelength of a PS1 ﬁlter at the
redshift of each quasar (λeff (g)=4810 Å, λeff (r)=6170 Å,
λeff (i)=7520 Å, λeff (z)=8660 Å) and deﬁne an intrinsic
variability amplitude V = p (Dm )2 2 - s 2 , where Δm is the
amplitude A0 obtained from our sinusoidal ﬁt, and the
magnitude-dependent observed scatter from stars is used as a
proxy for σ (see L16). The intrinsic variability amplitude V of
our candidates decreases with longer rest wavelength, which is
consistent with the empirical relation from Vanden Berk et al.
(2004) and has no apparent deviation from regular AGNs
(Figure 4). We note, however, the exception of PSO J334.0298
+0.9687, which shows much larger variability amplitudes in all
ﬁlters and an apparently steeper amplitude–wavelength trend; a

visual inspection of its light curves also shows a large variation
(∼0.8 mag in the g band). The amplitudes of the best-ﬁt
sinusoids (A0), as well as mean PS1 magnitudes, are listed in
Table 5.
We note that the variability amplitude of a Doppler-boosted
SMBHB should follow the relation AUV/Aopt=(3 − αUV)/
(3 − αopt), where αUV and αopt are the spectral slopes in the UV
and optical bands, respectively (D’Orazio et al. 2015). In fact,
this relation has been applied in Charisi et al. (2018) to test the
Doppler-boost hypothesis of reported periodic candidates
6
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Table 6
Spectroscopic Follow-ups

PS1 Designation

Telescope/Instrument

Semester or Quarter

Grating

PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

Gemini/GMOS
Gemini/GMOS
DCT/DeVeny
DCT/DeVeny
DCT/DeVeny
DCT/DeVeny
DCT/DeVeny
DCT/DeVeny
Gemini/GMOS
DCT/DeVeny

16B (Gemini ID: GS-2016B-Q-50)
15B (Gemini ID: GS-2015B-Q-42)
17Q1
17Q1
17Q1
17Q1
16Q3
15Q3
15A (Gemini ID: GS-2015A-Q-17)
17Q2

R400
R400
300 g mm−1
300 g mm−1
300 g mm−1
300 g mm−1
300 g mm−1
300 g mm−1
R400
300 g mm−1

J52.6172–27.6268
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.6873+1.7192
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J242.5040+55.4391
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J334.2028+1.4075
J351.5679–1.6795

Slit Width
(arcsec)
0.75
0.75
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.75
1.5

Exposure Time
(s)
2×1000
2×1000
2×2000
2×1700
2×1800
2100
2×900
1400
720
1200

range [2250, 2650] Å where iron emission is strong, which is
then subtracted from the spectrum. In those spectra where S/N
is low, we do not ﬁt the iron emission to avoid overﬁtting and
subtracting. Next, we ﬁt a single Gaussian to the emission line
in the range [2700, 2900] Å and measure an FWHM. Although
McLure & Dunlop (2004) ﬁt two components (broad and
narrow) to the Mg II line and adopted the broad component in
the black hole mass estimate, we do not ﬁnd the clear presence
of a narrow component in every spectrum and thus only ﬁt a
single Gaussian. Then, we measure the ﬂux density fλ at
3000 Å in the ﬁtted continuum and convert to a continuum
luminosity: lLl = l 4pDL2 fl (1 + z ). We also correct for
Galactic extinction using the dust map by Schlaﬂy &
Finkbeiner (2011) and the extinction curve of Cardelli et al.
(1989). Finally, we substitute the FWHM and λLλ into the
following equation from McLure & Dunlop (2004) to calculate
the black hole mass:

whenever their UV data are available. However, we do not see
evidence that the wavelength-dependent variability amplitudes
of our candidates deviate from those of normal quasars, as
shown in Figure 4.
4.2. Full Sample: Spectroscopy and Black Hole Mass
We retrieved archival spectra of 16 candidates from the
SDSS Science Archive Server. The remaining candidates with
no archival spectra were observed at the Gemini-South
Telescope (PI: Liu) or the DCT. The Gemini spectra were
obtained with the R400 slit with GMOS, while the DCT spectra
were obtained with the DeVeny spectrograph with a
300 g mm−1 grating. We summarize the details of the
observations in Table 6. The Gemini/GMOS spectra were
reduced with the Gemini IRAF package, and the DCT/
DeVeny data were reduced with standard IRAF procedures.
Due to the variable weather conditions under which the
spectra were taken, a standard star may not accurately calibrate
the science object’s ﬂux. Therefore, in addition to the standard
procedures to reduce the spectroscopic data, we also calibrate
the object’s ﬂux to its latest photometric measurement. We ﬁrst
convolve the DeVeny spectrum with the SDSS r-ﬁlter
¢ ; if it
sensitivity curve to calculate a synthetic magnitude rSDSS
differs from the latest photometric measurement rSDSS by more
than the variability amplitude of the object—where rSDSS is
either observed with DCT/LMI (see Section 2.2) or, in the
absence of new observations, obtained from the SDSS Science
Archive Server—we then renormalize the spectrum to match its
synthetic magnitude to rSDSS. The procedure is repeated
¢
- rSDSS∣ < 0.05 mag. We note that this
iteratively until ∣rSDSS
renormalization procedure is unlikely to signiﬁcantly bias our
black hole mass estimates: a Δm∼0.8 mag intrinsic
variability (which is on the order of the maximum variability
amplitude in our sample of candidates) translates to a factor of
∼2 difference in the continuum luminosity (assuming z = 1),
which in turn corresponds to an ∼0.2 dex error on the black
hole mass—much smaller than the systematic uncertainty of
black hole mass estimates. The spectra of all candidates
(including the renormalized DeVeny spectra) are presented in
Appendix B.
To measure a virial black hole mass from the spectrum,
we ﬁrst use the following procedure to measure the broad-line
width of Mg II: we ﬁt a power-law continuum in the range
[2200, 2675] and [2925, 3090] Å and subtract it from
the spectrum. We then broaden and scale the iron emission
template from Vestergaard & Wilkes (2001) by ﬁtting it to the

0.62
⎛ FWHM (Mg II) ⎞2 ⎛ lLl (3000Å) ⎞
MBH
⎟ ⎜
= 3.2 ⎜
.
⎟
⎝
⎠ ⎝ 10 44 erg s-1 ⎠
M
km s-1

In a spectrum where C IV is the black hole mass estimator,
we ﬁt the continuum in the range [1445, 1465] and [1700,
1705] Å, and after subtracting the continuum, we adopt the
procedure in Shen et al. (2008) and use a three-component ﬁt to
fully characterize the C IV line proﬁle: a narrow component
with FWHM<1200 km s−1, a broad component with
FWHM>1200 km s−1, and a broader hump component.
We then measure the FWHM from the ﬁtted proﬁle. The
corresponding continuum luminosity is calculated from the
mean ﬂux density in the range [1340, 1360] Å, and the black
hole mass estimate is adopted from Vestergaard & Peterson
(2006):
0.53⎤
⎡⎛
⎛M ⎞
FWHM (CIV) ⎞⎟2 ⎛ lLl (1350Å) ⎞ ⎥
log ⎜ BH ⎟ = log ⎢⎜
⎟
⎜
⎝ M ⎠
⎢⎣⎝ 1000 km s-1 ⎠ ⎝ 10 44 erg s-1 ⎠ ⎥⎦

+ 6.66.

Typical examples from the above ﬁtting procedures are
demonstrated in the last two panels in Appendix B (Mg II and
C IV, respectively), and the measurements of z, fλ, FWHM, and
MBH are listed in Table 7.
We note that there are two caveats of our black hole mass
estimate: ﬁrst, the virial black hole masses obtained from Mg II
or C IV have a large systematic uncertainty of ∼0.3 dex, and
there are systematic biases between the two mass estimators
7
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Table 7
Spectroscopic Measurements and Inferred Binary Parameters
PS1 Designation

Spectroscopy

MBH
Estimator

PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

SDSS
SDSS
GS16B
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
GS15B
SDSS
DCT17Q1
SDSS
SDSS
DCT17Q1
DCT17Q1
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
DCT17Q1
SDSS
DCT16Q3
DCT15Q3
SDSS
GS15A
DCT17Q2

Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
C IV
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
C IV
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II
Mg II

J35.7068–4.23144
J35.8704–4.0263
J52.6172–27.6268
J129.4288+43.8234
J130.9953+43.7685
J131.1273+44.8582
J131.7789+45.0939
J148.8485+1.8124
J149.4989+2.7827
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.9400+1.5090
J149.6873+1.7192
J150.9191+3.3880
J160.6037+56.9160
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J185.8689+46.9752
J213.9985+52.7527
J214.9172+53.8166
J242.5040+55.4391
J242.8039+54.0585
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J333.9833+1.0242
J334.2028+1.4075
J351.5679–1.6795

fλ
(erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1)

FWHM
(km s−1)

log (MBH )
(Me)

z

Prest
(day)

a
(pc)

a
(Rs)

1.4×10−17
3.3×10−17
1.3×10−17
4.5×10−17
4.1×10−17
1.6×10−17
2.0×10−17
7×10−18
3.4×10−17
8.6×10−17
2.4×10−17
1.3×10−17 (n)
6.9×10−17
3.7×10−17
2.0×10−17(n)
6.7×10−17(n)
1.3×10−17
1.5×10−17
1.5×10−17
1.9×10−17 (n)
3.6×10−17
3.5×10−17(n)
2.4×10−17
4.2×10−17
1.9×10−17
10.7×10−17

5185
3810
7384
3744
3850
2450
6773
5402
5173
1955
3715
5755
1995
3251
3043
5611
6070
4123
4907
5547
6581
2041
8851
6157
5492
4702

8.7
8.8
9.2
8.3
8.4
8.3
8.8
8.9
9.1
8.5
8.3
8.6
7.7
8.5
8.5
9.2
8.9
8.7
8.4
8.9
8.8
8.0
9.2
9.5
9.1
8.9

1.564
1.916
2.134
0.959
0.986
2.011
1.233
2.378
2.376
1.859
1.106
1.354
0.719
1.445
1.798
2.165
1.681
1.867
1.169
1.780
0.960
1.268
1.284
2.234
2.070
1.156

167
284
317
160
361
280
312
242
284
283
198
348
431
404
351
316
357
253
462
310
375
434
244
144
182
373

0.002
0.004
0.005
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.004
0.002
0.004
0.003
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.002
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.005

47
55
32
80
133
126
58
45
38
94
102
85
426
119
114
33
59
67
142
53
70
280
28
13
28
59

Note.Those ﬂux measurements that were made from the renormalized DeVeny spectra are indicated by (n).

(e.g., Shen et al. 2008). In addition, while Mg II is considered a
more reliable mass estimator than C IV, a fraction of objects
have atypically broad Mg II lines, i.e., FWHM(Mg II)>
FWHM(Hα, Hβ), which cannot be used to reliably measure
the black hole mass (e.g., Mejía-Restrepo et al. 2016). Second,
by working under the SMBHB hypothesis, we are only able to
obtain an estimate of the total black hole mass. In an unequalmass binary, the secondary black hole is expected to be more
actively accreting due to its easier access to gas (Cuadra et al.
2009; Farris et al. 2015). In this picture, the broad lines are
assumed to be associated with the secondary,12 and therefore
the black hole mass estimated from Mg II or C IV does not
represent the total mass of the hypothesized binary system.
Nevertheless, we use the obtained black hole estimates to
calculate inferred binary separations, noting that they are systematically underestimated under the above assumption. We calculate
the separation a via Kepler’s law by assuming the variation is
2
=
exactly on the rest-frame orbital period timescale a3 torb
2
GM 4p , where torb=Pobs/(1 + z) is the rest-frame orbital
period. Those separations (in units of pc and Rs) are also included
in Table 7, and they conﬁrm that our time-domain search for
SMBHBs is sensitive to milliparsec separations, which would
correspond to the gravitational wave–emitting regime. However,
we are unable to measure any period derivative due to
gravitational radiation, likely due to the photometric error and
short baseline of the available data and that the binaries have not
evolved into the ﬁnal inspiral stage.

As we also show in Table 7, the inferred separations of the
candidates are more compact than the binary separations that
current spectroscopic searches are sensitive to: distinct broadline regions associated with the two members of the binary may
be identiﬁed via the broad-line proﬁle in a binary at an
∼0.01–0.1 pc separation (Shen & Loeb 2010), while offset
broad lines with shifts measured over ∼years-long temporal
baselines may indicate binaries at separations >102rg (Pﬂueger
et al. 2018). Thus, those inferred separations of our candidates
are also consistent with the lack of unusual spectroscopic
features in their spectra (Appendix B).
4.3. Full Sample: Comparing with Previous Work
We now compare the physical properties of our candidates
from PS1 MDS with those previously identiﬁed in CRTS
(Graham et al. 2015a) and PTF (Charisi et al. 2016). The black
hole masses in all three samples are in the range
log (MBH M) » 8–10, although our sample appears to include
more objects with lower black hole masses (Figure 5, upper
panel). As we also show (Figure 5, lower panel), our search
with PS1 MDS is more sensitive to candidates at higher
redshifts (áz¯ñ ~ 2) than CRTS or PTF (áz¯ñ ~ 1). In fact, the
redshifts of MDS candidates follow an opposite trend to those
of the variable quasars that our selection pipeline can detect
(see L16), suggesting a selection bias toward high redshifts.
In Figure 6, the MBH–a parameter space occupied by the
SMBHB candidates with more than three cycles from Graham
et al. (2015a), Charisi et al. (2016), and this work show that
those short-period candidates could already be in the gravitational wave–dominated regime of orbital decay. While the

12

In fact, this is the assumption in the spectroscopic search for SMBHBs by
measuring the offsets and shifts of broad Hβ lines (e.g., Eracleous et al. 2012;
Runnoe et al. 2017).
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Figure 6. Black hole masses (MBH) and separations (a) of the periodic
candidates from CRTS, PTF, and PS1 MDS with at least three cycles over their
respective baselines (red squares, orange diamonds, and blue circles,
respectively). The blue solid curves represent the parameter space occupied
by periodic sources with three cycles over an ∼4 yr baseline (e.g., PS1 MDS
and PTF); from dark to light shades, z=0, 1, and 2. The purple solid curves
correspond to three cycles over ∼10 yr (e.g., CRTS and the future LSST); from
dark to light shades, z=0, 1, and 2. The black dashed curve represents a
binary separation of 500 RS, our ﬁducial value within which the binary is in the
gravitational wave–driven regime (i.e., candidates that lie below the black
dashed curve).

chosen the BPL parameters so that they do not overlap with
those of DRW.
Among the candidates that met criteria (1)–(3), PSO J185
also has the largest decrease in its p-value, despite the fact that
other candidates have a similar number of new observations. It
is further evidence that the behavior of PSO J185 is consistent
with the expectation that the false-alarm probability sharply
decreases with a longer baseline for a periodic signal (Liu et al.
2018). However, we note the caveat that the cadences of our
follow-up observations are inhomogeneous among candidates
due to scheduling, and therefore claiming the level of evidence
for periodicity in the individual candidates is beyond the scope
of this work.
Although PSO J185 is the most statistically signiﬁcant
candidate under the DRW model, it does not satisfy criteria (4)
under the BPL model (p = 0.006), and the statistical signiﬁcance of all candidates has decreased overall, which again
indicates that the assumption of the underlying red noise model
is important when determining the signiﬁcance of the periodic
signal.

Figure 5. Upper panel: black hole mass distribution of the candidates from PS1
MDS (solid histogram). It is similar to that of the candidates from Graham et al.
(2015a) and Charisi et al. (2016; dashed and dashed–dotted histograms,
respectively). Lower panel: redshift distribution of the candidates from PS1
MDS (solid histogram). Our selection is sensitive out to z∼2, while the
redshift distributions of the periodic candidates from CRTS and PTF peak at
z∼1 (dashed and dashed–dotted histograms, respectively).

temporal baseline of the upcoming LSST is comparable to that
of CRTS, it will probe a much larger sky volume and therefore
explore a much larger parameter space than any of the three
surveys. We will further explore the capabilities of the LSST in
detecting SMBHBs in Section 5.2.

4.4. Down-selected Sample: Statistical Signiﬁcance
Applying the method in Section 3.3 to the full sample and
assuming an underlying DRW red noise model, we ﬁnd that 11
candidates satisfy criteria (1)–(3) (Table 8), and one of them
meets all criteria (PSO J185.8689+46.9752, hereafter PSO
1
J185), having a highly statistical signiﬁcant p-value of < 9000 .
However, this analysis is dependent on the assumption of the
red noise model, or the PSD. If we instead adopt a PSD whose
power-law slopes are steeper than DRW (hereafter the broken
power-law, or BPL, model), then only four candidates satisfy
1
criteria (1)–(3), and none of them have p < 9000 (Table 9). We
note that PSO J185 met criteria (1)–(3) independent of the
assumed underlying red noise model, and a total of 12
candidates are consistent with criteria (1)–(3), since we have

4.5. Down-selected Sample: Alternative Interpretations
While periodic variability is a predicted signature of an
SMBHB, we must consider the possibility that it can also be
produced in an AGN powered by a single black hole. This is
analogous to the phenomenon of quasi-periodic oscillation
(QPO) found in Galactic X-ray binaries (XRBs) and, in rare
cases, AGNs. A highly signiﬁcant X-ray QPO signature is
detected in the XMM-Newton light curve of the active galaxy
RE J1034+396 (Gierliński et al. 2008), but a candidate optical
QPO was only recently identiﬁed in the high-precision Kepler
light curve of an AGN, and its frequency is consistent with an
inverse scaling relation with black hole mass extrapolated from
low-frequency X-ray QPOs (Smith et al. 2018). Therefore, here
9
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Table 8
Reanalyses Using the Maximum Likelihood Method under the DRW Model
PS1 Designation
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

J35.7068–4.2314
J35.8704–4.0263
J52.6172–27.6268
J129.4288+43.8234
J130.9953+43.7685
J131.1273+44.8582
J131.7789+45.0939
J148.8485+1.8124
J149.4989+2.7827
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.9400+1.5090
J149.6873+1.7192
J150.9191+3.3880
J160.6037+56.9160
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J185.8689+46.9752å
J213.9985+52.7527
J214.9172+53.8166
J242.5040+55.4391
J242.8039+54.0585
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J333.9832+1.0242
J334.2028+1.4075
J351.5679–1.6795

ln DRW
(PS1 Only)

ln DRW + p
(PS1 Only)

123.199
131.743
88.442
146.559
139.766
121.928
113.227
115.019
113.043
101.544
131.136
105.086
94.701
160.342
120.002
157.293
112.525
146.229
118.971
150.588
140.902
152.054
62.335
181.015
164.979
117.924

125.139
137.596
95.024
146.866
142.989
125.289
122.755
120.755
121.036
108.689
131.962
111.844
95.448
162.407
127.036
158.086
114.019
154.131
120.498
155.394
146.990
152.959
63.660
184.466
167.303
124.945

P (day)
(PS1 Only)
+350.50
436.10169.49
+9.75
953.43240.24
+15.16
953.2034.83
+192.45
412.99277.54
+310.40
658.15349.59
+113.61
845.20566.38
+259.30
694.4640.69
+50.10
829.8859.89
+35.77
873.7544.22
+41.27
929.6428.72
+340.78
332.23329.21
+93.47
812.1156.52
+134.88
768.34145.11
+124.35
840.95135.64
+79.49
850.52-180.50
+22.23
948.16177.76
+603.95
279.05166.04
+159.95
768.64410.04
+315.98
89.9144.01
+20.73
950.2539.26
+40.56
720.4939.43
+295.66
113.6984.33
+365.78
408.09254.21
+298.54
466.40441.45
+108.16
578.32441.83
+140.21
814.3389.78

p-value
(PS1 Only)

ln DRW
(Extended)

ln DRW + p
(Extended)

0.143
0.00287
0.00138
0.735
0.0398
0.0347
7.27×10−5
0.00322
3.37×10−4
7.88×10−4
0.437
0.00116
0.4737
0.126
8.8×10−4
0.452
0.224
3.7×10−4
0.217
0.00818
0.00226
0.404
0.265
0.0317
0.0978
8.92×10−4

146.020
151.181
L
145.918
153.903
136.755
140.334
134.768
127.629
99.631
149.546
137.971
110.450
159.801
104.344
159.232
112.853
142.168
120.820
173.236
169.062
184.189
106.265
244.015
214.130
81.783

152.284
151.941
L
147.322
159.197
142.457
145.664
139.345
131.386
103.688
151.097
145.578
111.276
161.953
105.932
160.174
122.156
148.269
122.185
175.409
173.653
186.841
107.822
248.686
215.850
88.879

P (day)
(Extended)
+222.52
428.347.48
+550.73
334.72159.26
L
+237.12
229.49222.88
+150.92
734.91249.08
+2.08
963.4937.91
+49.08
801.40-140.911
+61.39
904.74128.61
+0
966.5480.76
+29.77
936.3940.23
+238.52
408.28381.47
+44.45
891.2515.54
+135.73
673.37104.27
+1.96
957.8678.03
+0
967.41-231.59
+350.86
294.44109.13
+1.32
962.308.67
+20.72
686.3729.27
+70.37
892.77129.62
+139.56
830.45-310.43
+100.70
746.24359.29
+155.22
189.08164.77
+0
971.06230.31
+402.56
442.7617.43
+262.37
695.27127.62
+67.75
826.4222.24

p-value
(Extended)
0.00190
0.467
L
0.245
0.00502
0.00333
0.00484
0.0103
0.0233
0.0173
0.212
4.96×10−4
0.438
0.116
0.204
0.389
9.11×10−5
0.00224
0.255
0.113
0.0101
0.0705
0.210
0.00936
0.179
8.28×10−4

Note.Candidates that satisfy criteria (1) and (2) are in bold. The candidate that met criteria (1)–(3) (PSO J185) is marked with a star.

5.1. The Detection Rate of SMBHBs

we explore the possibility that the 12 down-selected candidates
are optical analogs of X-ray QPOs, which could originate from
the accretion disk and are not due to the presence of a putative
binary.
In Figure 7, we show their frequencies versus virial black
hole mass. The uncertainty in frequency is determined from the
middle 68% of the posterior distribution of P, and the error on
the black hole mass estimate is the systematic uncertainty of the
Mg II (0.33 dex) or C IV (0.31 dex) estimator (Shen et al. 2008).
We then adopt the best-ﬁt f - MBH relation from Smith et al.
(2018), f (Hz)=51.9 (MBH/Me)−1, and extrapolate to higher
masses. Only two candidates are consistent with this relation,
while the others do not show a correlation between frequency
and black hole mass. While this lack of correlation does not
conﬁrm the binary origin of the periodicity, it disfavors a disk
origin for our sample of candidates. We also note that a sample
of true SMBHBs should have a weak (if any) correlation
between their orbital frequencies and black hole masses, as the
frequency is also dependent on the orbital separation.

Boroson & Lauer (2009, hereafter BL09) searched for SDSS
quasars that have multiple redshift systems, which could
indicate the presence of a binary, and there are two candidates
that show such features from ∼17,500 SDSS quasars at
z<0.7. This rate (∼0.01%) is consistent with the results from
Volonteri et al. (2009, hereafter VMD09), who predicted an
upper limit of ∼0.1% per quasar for z<0.7 or ∼1% for z<1.
To compare with the results from BL09, we calculate the
cumulative number of SMBHB candidates (N(<z)) per 1000
quasars from this work. We also compare with previous work
by Graham et al. (2015a, hereafter G15) and Charisi et al.
(2016, hereafter C16): G15 searched among ≈243,000 spectroscopically conﬁrmed quasars and claimed 111 candidates, and
50 candidates from C16 were selected among ≈35,000
spectroscopic quasars (33 after reanalysis with extended data).
We ﬁrst calibrate the completeness of G15 and C16 in
detecting periodic quasars relative to this work: our candidates
have a magnitude cutoff at m∼20 mag (Figure 8), which
results in our sensitivity out to z∼2. Assuming that this work
is complete out to z∼2 and the candidates from G15 and C16
are relatively complete down to m∼18 and 19 mag,
respectively, that translates to a redshift limit at z∼1.0
for G15 and z∼1.4 for C16. We then count the total number
of < z candidates that are in the respective sample by assuming
that the full quasar sample follows the same redshift
distribution and drawing from the distribution. Since we
tentatively identify one statistically signiﬁcant candidate in our

5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the astrophysical implications of
our most statistically signiﬁcant candidates: how does our
detection rate of SMBHB candidates compare with previous
work? Given the capabilities of the LSST, how many periodic
quasars can it detect? Can we look for complementary evidence
for an SMBHB?
10
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Table 9
Reanalyses Using the Maximum Likelihood Method under the BPL Model
PS1 Designation
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO

J35.7068–4.2314
J35.8704–4.0263
J52.6172–27.6268
J129.4288+43.8234
J130.9953+43.7685
J131.1273+44.8582
J131.7789+45.0939
J148.8485+1.8124
J149.4989+2.7827
J149.2447+3.1393
J149.9400+1.5090
J149.6873+1.7192
J150.9191+3.3880
J160.6037+56.9160
J161.2980+57.4038
J163.2331+58.8626
J185.8689+46.9752
J213.9985+52.7527
J214.9172+53.8166
J242.5040+55.4391
J242.8039+54.0585
J243.5676+54.9741
J333.0298+0.9687
J333.9832+1.0242
J334.2028+1.4075
J351.5679–1.6795

ln BPL
(PS1 Only)

ln BPL + p
(PS1 Only)

122.084
135.932
92.067
149.500
144.857
122.882
116.029
118.235
117.984
103.452
132.670
106.677
91.667
163.097
121.914
157.344
115.700
149.063
120.828
156.506
141.217
152.160
63.575
179.692
165.162
124.080

123.290
139.463
94.015
151.079
146.891
126.346
122.908
121.033
115.298
107.834
135.961
111.590
96.013
165.788
127.821
157.899
117.084
151.434
121.999
157.818
145.791
152.454
63.509
185.789
166.541
134.519

P (day)
(PS1 Only)
+272.31
440.65197.69
+37.15
933.9542.84
+42.86
920.65327.13
+286.67
39.6723.32
+125.09
676.6194.90
+63.68
854.5176.31
+35.24
683.18-564.75
+124.29
843.44115.70
+36.91
837.4633.08
+25.36
937.4654.63
+221.62
139.7758.38
+124.54
809.69225.45
+215.48
750.01184.51
+27.71
940.31362.28
+80.16
889.9859.83
+329.92
114.96110.07
+282.49
276.4217.50
+591.97
252.6588.02
+283.66
89.5146.33
+44.85
923.49125.14
+289.78
11.11-0.21
+7.42
957.06262.57
+408.59
417.03131.40
+314.55
472.8015.44
+106.54
573.64-153.45
+81.66
832.4928.33

p-value
(PS1 Only)

ln BPL
(Extended)

ln BPL + p
(Extended)

0.299
0.0292
0.142
0.206
0.130
0.0313
0.00102
0.0609
L
0.0125
0.0372
0.00735
0.0129
0.0678
0.00272
0.574
0.250
0.0933
0.310
0.269
0.0103
0.745
L
0.00224
0.251
2.92×10−5

147.69
159.216
L
145.452
164.045
139.925
144.822
137.189
133.597
100.726
150.163
140.048
108.706
160.066
102.754
159.140
115.750
151.416
119.487
178.838
175.006
184.377
109.700
247.255
215.223
113.713

148.57
160.058
L
145.884
164.739
142.186
147.025
139.656
134.509
103.061
150.793
144.992
110.942
162.094
103.929
159.884
120.851
153.182
122.671
179.623
177.065
186.607
110.376
241.241
216.272
120.584

P (day)
(Extended)
+536.13
427.01153.86
+355.02
108.835-104.97
L
+182.15
226.73217.84
+103.57
745.551126.42
+6.13
961.517213
+161.90
791.39-138.09
+70.17
895.1059.82
+0
970.23187.79
+22.39
944.0527.60
+260.84
410.55-399.15
+37.90
896.74072.09
+88.65
16.9311.34
+6.47
961.193103.52
+162.911
799.60227.08
+412.34
459.93317.65
+22.95
945.8517.04
+178.37
691.74261.62
+40.56
859.68289.43
+548.49
96.47-71.50
+225.30
741.22264.69
+288.24
127.27111.75
+297.64
62.0352.35
+179.756
790.410260.244
+132.76
131.73127.23
+70.45
827.5619.54

p-value
(Extended)
0.412
0.431
L
0.649
0.499
0.104
0.110
0.0848
0.401
0.0968
0.532
0.00712
0.106
0.131
0.308
0.475
0.00609
0.171
0.0414
0.456
0.127
0.107
0.508
L
0.350
0.00103

Note.Candidates that satisfy criteria (1)–(2) are in bold.

In a recent study, Kelley et al. (2019) incorporated the
predictions for periodic variability due to Doppler boosting and
modulated accretion into synthetic AGN spectra and, from a
population of SMBHBs from the Illustris cosmological
simulation, predict the number of binaries observable as
periodic AGNs in time-domain surveys. In particular, for a
magnitude depth of ∼22 mag, it is expected that ∼50 binaries
could be detected out to z∼2 on the full sky, or ∼0.06 in an
∼50 °2 sky area. Our upper limit is therefore also consistent
with this prediction.
Given the high efﬁciency of color selection at z<2.7 (98%
of known quasars are correctly classiﬁed as quasars; Peters
et al. 2015), the fraction of our parent sample of ∼9000 colorselected quasars that is contaminated by stars is negligible in
our upper limit rate estimate. However, color selection is only
93% complete in this redshift range, causing the observed
number rate of SMBHB candidates to be higher than the actual
rate. As such, our upper limit still holds.

sample, this corresponds to an SMBHB rate of 0.1 per 1000
quasars. However, the cumulative rates inferred from G15
and C16 have higher values out to lower redshifts and are
therefore in potential tension with our rate (Figure 9, upper
panel).
We also compare the number of SMBHB candidates per
square degree of sky area searched. We performed our search
in the cross-matched area between the PS1 MDS and
PS1×CFHT catalogs, which covers an area of ∼50 °2. This
corresponds to a rate of 0.02 SMBHBs deg–2 (out to z ∼ 2). To
compare with the predicted observability of periodic sources,
we adopt the ﬁducial values in Haiman et al. (2009,
hereafter HKM09), for which we expect 20 sources varying
at 245 days in a 104 deg2 sky area for a survey magnitude depth
of 22 mag (which is the magnitude limit of our candidate
selection). Since most of our candidates vary on a timescale of
∼800 days, we then apply the scaling relation for a population
of purely gravitational wave–driven SMBHBs to calculate the
expected number of periodic quasars, i.e., (800/245)8/3×
0.002=0.05, which is largely consistent with our detection
rate (Figure 9, lower panel). We note the caveat, however, that
the redshift of the sources from HKM09 is ﬁxed at z=2, while
we have measured a cumulative rate out to z=2. We have also
compared with the predicted upper limit from VMD09 of ∼0.1
SMBHBs deg–2 out to z=1, and our measured rate is still
consistent with this upper limit.13

5.2. Periodic Quasar Detections in the LSST Era
Expected to start its operation in about 2022, the LSST
(Ivezic et al. 2008) will be thousands of times more powerful
than PS1 MDS, thanks to its magnitude depth, photometric
precision, and large survey area (Table 10). Here we explore its
capabilities to detect periodic quasars by using our results from
PS1 MDS as a benchmark. The notation Ñ represents the
number of quasars from a simulated population, while N is the
observed or expected number from a survey.

13

However, we note that the VMD09 prediction is motivated by SMBHBs
with broad emission line features and not optical periodicity.
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Figure 7. We show the frequencies of the 12 periodic candidates vs. their black
hole masses. The best candidate (PSO J185) in our sample is indicated by a
star. The majority of candidates are inconsistent with the f−MBH relation
expected for an optical QPO (solid line).

Figure 8. Dotted histogram: V-band magnitude distribution of the candidates
from CRTS (G15). Dashed histogram: Rmagnitude distribution of the
candidates from PTF (C16). Solid histogram: gP1 magnitude distribution of
candidates from this work.

Following the method in L16, we ﬁrst simulate a population
of quasars from 0.3<z<3.1 given the quasar luminosity
function. We then apply the magnitude cut at m<25 mag;
from N˜tot,LSST = 8996 simulated quasars, N˜sel,LSST = 1700
quasars can be “visible” in the survey (Figure 10). Next, we
assign a variability amplitude to each quasar based on the same
amplitude–absolute magnitude relation from Heinis et al.
(2016a). To determine the variability detection threshold, we
adopt the expected photometric error as a function of
magnitude from Ivezic et al. (2008):

obtain Ncand,LSST≈200, which is consistent with their
prediction.
5.3. Probing the SED and Spectral Properties of SMBHBs
While a long baseline is essential to break false signals due
to red noise and help to verify the variability behavior of
SMBHB candidates (Sections 2.2 and 3.3), analyses of these
systems based on optical variability alone may not sufﬁce to
identify robust SMBHB candidates, and follow-up multiwavelength studies are needed to independently verify an
SMBHB candidate.
For example, Roedig et al. (2014) and Shi & Krolik (2016)
predicted a deﬁcit in the spectrum (“notch”) due to missing
radiation from the cavity in the circumbinary disk.14 The
wavelength range of the notch is expected in the optical-to-UV
band, depending on the binary parameters. A multiwavelength
study of the SMBHB candidate PSO J334.2028+1.4075
(hereafter PSO J334; L15) by Foord et al. (2017) explored
the possibility of such a notch. They showed that its spectral
energy distribution (SED) constructed using multiband data is
consistent with that of a radio-quiet quasar15 and does not show
evidence for any deviations from a conventional AGN.
We here explore any possible notch for the best candidate from
our PS1 MDS sample, PSO J185. We query the archival
photometry data from the AllWISE (Cutri 2013), SDSS, and
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX; Bianchi et al. 2011) catalogs;
in the radio and X-ray bands, where no detections are reported, we
instead use their respective upper limits. We summarize the
calculated rest-frame ν and νLν in Table 11. We then calculate the
temperature range kT0–15kT0, where the spectral notch is expected,
where T0 is the characteristic temperature of the notch:
T0 = 3.3 ´ 10 4 [m˙ (h 0.1)-1M8-1 (a 100Rg )-3]1 4 K (we have
assumed a radiative efﬁciency η = 0.1) and the largest deﬁcit is
expected at ∼4kT0 (Roedig et al. 2014). As we show in Figure 11,
the SED of PSO J185 is consistent with that of a radio-quiet quasar
and does not show evidence for a spectral deﬁcit. We note,

s 2 = s 2sys + (0.04 - g ) 10 0.4(m - m5) + g10 0.8(m - m5).

From the same simulation performed for MDS in L16,
N˜sel,MDS = 924 quasars are selected from an initial sample of
N˜tot,MDS = 8996. To estimate the total number of quasars in the
LSST footprint, we simply scale up the number of quasars
selected in MDS (Nsel,MDS = 9314) by the survey area A:
Ntot,LSST = Nsel,MDS ´

N˜tot,MDS
A (LSST)
´
= 3.63 ´ 107.
˜
Nsel,MDS
A (MDS)

Since N˜var,LSST = 1199 quasars are selected as variables
from N˜tot,LSST = 8996 quasars from our simulation, the number
of variable quasars that can be detected by LSST is
Nvar,LSST = Ntot,LSST ´

N˜var,LSST
= 4.84 ´ 10 6.
N˜tot,LSST

Assuming that the same periodic candidate selection method
(which selected 26 candidates from Nvar,MDS = 1369 variable
quasars, out of which Ncand,MDS = 1 is statistically signiﬁcant)
is applied to LSST variable quasars, the number of periodic
candidates it could yield is
Ncand,LSST = Nvar,LSST ´

Ncand,MDS
» 3500,
Nvar,MDS

a factor of ∼20 more than the number of SMBHB candidates
from G15, C16, and this work combined. We note that our
prediction is much more optimistic than that of Kelley et al.
(2019), as we have identiﬁed one statistically signiﬁcant
candidate in PS1 MDS. Interestingly, if we adopt the
expectation value of Ncand,MDS≈0.06 instead, we would

14

However, see Farris et al. (2015), who predicted that the notch is likely
unnoticeable.
With R∼17 (Foord et al. 2017), PSO J334 is technically classiﬁed as
radio-loud.
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Figure 10. From an initial sample of 8996 quasars drawn from the quasar
luminosity function, 1700 can be detected by LSST (dashed histograms).
Assuming that they follow the variability amplitude–absolute magnitude
relation in Heinis et al. (2016a), 1199 can be detected as variable quasars (solid
histograms).

Figure 9. Upper panel: cumulative number of SMBHB candidates per 1000
quasars from this work (blue circles), C16 (green diamonds), G15 (red square),
and BL09 (orange star). The rates inferred from C16 and this work after
extended baseline analysis are indicated with ﬁlled symbols. Lower panel: We
compare the cumulative number of SMBHB candidates per square degree of
sky area from this work (open and ﬁlled blue circles) with the predicted rates
by VMD09 (purple triangles) and HKM09 (red star).

Table 11
The SED of PSO J185
Catalog
FIRST
AllWISE
AllWISE
AllWISE
AllWISE
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
SDSS
GALEX
XMM-Newton

Table 10
Comparing PS1 MDS and LSST Capabilities

Single-visit 5σ magnitude depth
in g band (mag)
Expected photometric error
at g=17 mag (mag)
Sky coverage (deg2)

PS1 MDS

LSST

22.5

25.0

0.02
50

0.005
20,000

Note.The total sky area in PS1 MDS is ∼80 °2; however, we have crossedmatched with the PS1×CFHT, and therefore the effective sky area in our
study is ∼50 °2.

Filter/Band
1.4 GHz
W1
W2
W3
W4
u
g
r
i
z
NUV
1.5 keV

νLν (erg s−1)

ν (Hz)
9

3.75×10
2.40×1014
1.75×1014
6.93×1013
3.64×1013
2.27×1015
1.69×1015
1.29×1015
1.05×1015
8.81×1014
3.55×1015
9.72×1017

(2.50×1041)
9.38×1044
7.96×1044
(1.68×1045)
(4.29×1045)
3.07×1045
2.58×1045
1.80×1045
2.05×1045
1.67×1045
2.02×1045
(4.89×1046)

Note.Values in parentheses represent upper limits.

however, that at binary separations as close as those of our
candidates (∼a few tens of Rg), the temperature contrast between
the minidisks and the circumbinary disk is small, and the notch is
consequentially likely to be unnoticeable (d’Ascoli et al. 2018).
Another possible signature that could arise from the binary
picture and accompanies any periodic variation is a lower ﬂux

ratio between low- and high-ionization lines due to the tidal
truncation of the broad-line region of the secondary (Montuori
et al. 2011). Furthermore, the truncation radius is even smaller
in a low-mass ratio binary and should decrease toward closer
binary separations. Among the 12 candidates we identiﬁed in
13
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Figure 12. We show the ﬂux ratio between Mg II and C IV for each candidate
that has both broad lines captured in its spectrum (black ﬁlled circles). The
hatched area represents the FWHM of the ﬂux ratio distribution of a large
sample of SDSS quasars from Montuori et al. (2011).

Figure 11. We construct the SED of PSO J185 using multiband archival data
(or upper limits; blue squares) and compare with the mean SEDs of radio-loud
and radio-quiet quasars (solid and dashed curves, respectively) from Elvis et al.
(1994). The mean SED has been normalized to PSO J185 at λrest=2000 Å.
The SED of PSO J185 is consistent with that of a radio-quiet quasar and shows
no evidence for a spectral notch in the kT0−15kT0 range (marked by dashed
orange lines; also shown in the inset). The expected energy of the largest deﬁcit
(4kT0) is marked with a solid orange line.

spectrum. Only one candidate is statistically signiﬁcant when
DRW red noise is assumed, but none are signiﬁcant when BPL
is assumed instead. This translates to an SMBHB rate of 0.1 per
1000 quasars, or 0.02 SMBHBs deg–2, which is largely
consistent with theoretical predictions but lower than the rates
inferred by previous searches.
We have also looked for corroborating evidence for an
SMBHB by examining the SED of the most statistically
signiﬁcant periodic candidate from our sample. However, the
apparent lack of evidence thus far signals that further
multiwavelength follow-up of variability-selected SMBHB
candidates is still needed in order to conﬁrm these elusive
objects.
We have developed a progressively computationally intensive pipeline for our periodicity search: from identifying
quasars by their colors and variability, to computing the LS
periodogram, to the more computationally expensive maximum
likelihood analysis. While there exist alternative periodsearching techniques, we argue that our approach is easily
scalable to a much larger data set (such as the ongoing Zwicky
Transient Facility (Bellm et al. 2019) and the upcoming LSST)
without requiring intensive Monte Carlo simulations of light
curves (which rely heavily on an assumed PSD and its
parameters) and only applies the most costly analysis to the
most promising candidates. As we have estimated from our
down-selected rate from PS1 MDS, and as Kelley et al. (2019)
recently predicted, the orders-of-magnitude more powerful
LSST promises to transform the search for periodic quasars as
SMBHB candidates.

Section 3.3, six have both Mg II and C IV lines in their SDSS
spectra, which allows us to measure a ﬂux ratio R(Mg II/C IV).
In Figure 12, we show the ﬂux ratios of the six candidates as a
function of inferred binary separation. The ratios are consistent
with those of single AGNs and do not show any correlation
with the separation. However, Montuori et al. (2012)
emphasized that the above prediction is only applicable to
separations of ∼0.01–0.2 pc, below which the ﬂux ratio would
be indistinguishable from that of a single AGN, due to
contributions from the circumbinary disk.
6. Summary and Concluding Remarks
We have conducted a systematic search for periodically
varying quasars in PS1 MDS, following our previous work
in L16. Periodic variability has been predicted as a signature of
an SMBHB system, as the mass accretion is modulated by the
binary’s orbital motion; in an SMBHB viewed at a high
inclination angle, periodic variation can also be produced by
relativistic Doppler boosting. The SMBHBs at subparsec
separations should be products of galaxy mergers; however,
compelling observational evidence for their existence has been
elusive. A systematic search for periodic quasars in the time
domain is therefore a novel approach to identify SMBHB
candidates that are not resolvable via direct imaging.
One challenge to the SMBHB candidates identiﬁed in
systematic searches (e.g., G15; C16; L16) is a robust detection
of periodicity, since stochastic, normal quasar variability can
easily mimic periodic variation over a small number of cycles.
To monitor the variability of our periodic candidates, we have
initiated an imaging campaign to monitor their variability using
the DCT and LCO network telescopes and are able to extend
the total baseline of observations to 3–15 cycles. We then adopt
a more rigorous, maximum likelihood approach and search for
a periodic signal in the presence of red noise, which is modeled
by the DRW process, or a BPL model with a steeper power
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Appendix A
PS1-only and Extended Light Curves of PS1 MDS
Candidates
Figure 13 shows the PS1 and extended light curves of the
candidates from PS1 MDS (Section 3.3). Sinusoids of periods
determined from the periodogram are imposed to guide the eye
(dashed lines). Different sources of archival or new monitoring
data are represented by different symbols: GALEX—dots,
SDSS/S82—stars, PS1/MDS—circles, DCT/LMI—squares,
LCO/Spectral—diamonds.

Appendix B
Archival and Follow-up Spectra of PS1 MDS Candidates
We retrieved archival SDSS spectra from the SDSS Science
Archive and obtained spectroscopic observations with Gemini/
GMOS or DCT/DeVeny (Section 4.2). The spectra are
presented in Figure 14. Prominent emission lines, including
black hole mass estimators C IV and Mg II, are indicated with
red tick marks. The last two panels show typical example
procedures of our spectral ﬁtting of the continuum and the
broad emission line (Section 4.2): ﬁtting the Mg II line of PSO
J185 and C IV of PSO J149.4989+2.7827. We note that while
both objects are considered statistically signiﬁcant in our
extended baseline analysis (Section 4.4), and in particular, PSO
J185 is our most signiﬁcant candidate, no peculiar features are
seen in their spectra (such as asymmetry in the broad
emission line).
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Figure 13. (a) PS1-only and extended light curves of PS1 MDS candidates. (b) PS1-only and extended light curves of PS1 MDS candidates (cont.).
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Figure 13. (Continued.)
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Figure 14. Archival and follow-up spectra of PS1 MDS candidates.
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